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\textbf{ABSTRACT}  
The development of safety and quality standards for equestrian surfaces needs to be based on objective, repeatable measurements which allow comparisons between surfaces. These measurements should incorporate the assessment of surface performance by riders. This study provides data from objective and subjective assessment of functional properties of high-level show jumping competition and warm-up arenas. Twenty-five arenas in nine international show jumping events were evaluated by mechanical in-situ testing with a surface tester, rider assessments using visual analogue scales (198 riders provided 749 arena evaluations), descriptions of arena constructions and by laboratory tests of surface material. Mixed models were used to present subjective evaluation of rider perception of the functional properties for each arena while controlling for rider and event. The association between objective and subjective assessments were also explored creating mixed models, controlling for rider and event.

Mechanical measurements of impact firmness, and to a lesser extent cushioning and grip, had a significant positive association with the riders’ perception. Responsiveness as assessed by the Orono biomechanical surface tester (OBST) was negatively associated with the riders’ perceptions, which suggests riders and the OBST had different concepts of this functional property and that further developments of the OBST might be necessary. Objectively measured uniformity showed no useful association with riders’ perception. Even though arena assessments were made by top level riders, a substantial inter-rider variation was demonstrated.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

\textbf{Introduction}  

Sport surfaces impact the performance of both human and equine athletes (Peterson et al., 2010; Binnie et al., 2014) as well as the incidence of injuries (Murray et al., 2010; Egenvall et al., 2013; Balazs et al., 2015). In particular competition surfaces must provide safety during maximal loading while ensuring optimal performance.

The international governing body for equestrian sports, the Fédération Équestre International (FEI) seeks to develop safety and quality standards for equestrian sport surfaces, however there is a lack of objective evidence available to guide this process. Key components required for evaluation of surfaces include: in-situ functional testing of the surface by objective test methods, laboratory tests of materials, systematic evaluations by riders, on-horse measurements of the horse-surface interaction, understanding of the construction and maintenance, and epidemiological data related to injuries associated with surfaces. This paper incorporates elements of the first three components.

Measurements using horses are crucial for understanding of the loading patterns that horses apply to the surfaces and how they vary. Studying horse-surface interaction reveals stresses experienced by the limb which offer the possibility to explore the aetiology of injuries to the locomotor system (Crevier-Denoix et al., 2015). However, standardized mechanical equipment offers more consistent comparisons between surfaces. The granular surfaces used in equestrian sports are sensitive to peak load and loading rate (Li et al., 2009; Guisasola et al., 2010). The mechanical tests should therefore ideally mimic critical performance conditions for
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the athlete, but are not expected to be able to directly predict external or internal forces acting on them (Nigg, 1990). Test equipment developed for human sports has limited value because of the lower loads and loading rates (Kruse et al., 2013), which underestimates the effect of the deeper layers of the surface. Recent test methods developed for equine sports surfaces have been designed with the intention of replicating critical portions of the horse’s loading of the surface (Peterson et al., 2008; Setterbo et al., 2011). The complexity involved in the occurrence of injuries suggests that no given single measurement value from these simplified mechanical models of horse-surface impact and loading can be said to directly influence specific injuries. But knowing, for example, the peak load on a surface, helps to quantify demands on soft and hard tissues. Ultimately, the relevance of these mechanical measurements needs to be investigated by correlation with horse injury data.

Laboratory tests of surface material are limited in their ability to capture the full demands of the horse on the surface.1 However, they are a critical component in understanding the factors affecting a particular in-situ testing outcome. Factors influencing arena performance include: sand shape, mineralogy, particle size and size distribution, moisture content, fibre components composition and wax content (Barrey et al., 1991; Orlande et al., 2012; Bridge et al., 2014).

Objective measurements of how well surfaces allow for sufficient athletic performance need to be guided by experienced riders. Riders could evaluate how the horses respond to the surface with regards to, for example, energy return and grip. In human sport surface research, Aldahir and McElroy (2014) stressed the importance of correlating data for playing quality with players’ perceptions of the surface through questionnaires and surveys with a large number of responses. Elucidation of the association between athlete perception of surface performance and the surface’s mechanical properties could help improve the performance related relevance of objective mechanical tests. A prerequisite for this approach is understandable terminology defining the most important functional description of the surfaces along with objective, quantifiable measurements of comparable properties.

The aim of this study was to compare subjective and objective evaluation of show jumping competition and warm-up arena surfaces. By investigating how the measurements from a test machine related to top riders’ assessments, we aimed to evaluate whether the objective surface test is relevant to participants in the show jumping sport.

Materials and methods

Arenas

Competition (n = 9) and warm-up (n = 16) arenas (total n = 25) in seven international show jumping events with the highest category of prize money (known as CSI5*, according to the FEI competition ranking system) and two events with the second highest category (CSI4*) in six European countries were included in the study. The events were chosen based on the expected chance of getting the same riders participating in several events and geographical accessibility for moving the test equipment.

Surface material samples and laboratory tests

A material sample of approximately 1 kg was taken from the top layer of the sand based arenas. Particle size distribution was determined by sieving and sedimentation according to ISO 11277:2009(E).2 Water content was determined by drying samples at 45 °C to a constant mass based on a modified standard ASTM D2216.3 The percentage of organic content was determined by burning off the organic materials from an oven dried sample in a furnace at 440 °C according to ASTM D2974.4 When applicable, the wax content was determined using Soxhlet extraction (Bardet and Sanchez, 2011).

Defining sport related and measurable arena properties

With the goal of defining standard terminology to describe equestrian sport surfaces, communication had been initiated with the International Jumping Riders Club in 2008. During a hearing with international riders and sports stakeholders, terminology describing arena properties was documented and explanations of the terms were evaluated from a biomechanical perspective. Six terms describing the essential functional surface properties were selected on the basis of being familiar to the riders and also possible to measure mechanically. The terms were published in by the international sanctioning body in the Equine Surfaces White Paper by Hobbs et al.5

Subjective evaluation of arena properties

Respondents

All available riders on the starting list for the selected competitions, who gave their consent to participate in the study, evaluated the arenas at the event through a questionnaire.

Questionnaire

One questionnaire per event and rider was used to evaluate properties and overall scores for each arena by using visual analogue scales (VA-scales). For expanded method see Appendix: Supplementary material. Verbal anchors of contrasting adjectives were presented at the end-points of each scale to aid the rider in the rating of each property. The functional properties and adjectives were:

Impact firmness — ranging from soft to hard, cushioning — ranging from deep to compacted, responsiveness — ranging from dead to active, grip — ranging from slippery to high grip, uniformity — ranging from variable to uniform, consistency over time — ranging from no change to changeable, overall rating — ranging from bad to good. The VA-scale was scored on a 101-point scale (0–100) and transformed to a 0–5-rating with the resolution unchanged.

Objective evaluation of arena properties

The Orono biomechanical surface tester (OBST)

The OBST is a 2-axis instrumented mass–spring-damper impact device initially designed for testing Thoroughbred racetracks (Peterson et al., 2008). The device interacts with the surface in both vertical and horizontal directions. A metal hoof connected to a heavier mass, guided by angled rails, is dropped on the surface (see Appendix: Supplementary material). As the hoof impacts the ground the falling mass above transfers additional load onto the hoof by a shorter vertical axis compressing the spring and damper, at the same time allowing a forward slide of the hoof. The intent of the design is to be commensurate to the impact and loading phase of the support phases of the gait described by a number of authors (Johnston and Back, 2006; Thomson and Peterson, 2008; Robin et al., 2009; Setterbo et al., 2005; Crevier-Denoux et al., 2010, 2013a,b, 2015; Parkes and Witte, 2015). The device is modified to better fit equestrian sports as described in Tranquille et al. (2015). Nine channels of data were acquired using sensors including a string potentiometer, a single axis load cell, a tri-axial accelerometer, a tri-axial load cell, and a linear potentiometer (for sensor specification see Tranquille et al., 2015). Data from each impact was recorded with 16-bit resolution at 5000 Hz using a custom written MatLab data acquisition and analysis script (The Math Works). All arenas were tested by repeated drops over the surface at a spatial resolution of approximately 15 m between drop sites. The arenas were prepared with a maintenance tool combining superficial harrowing and rolling before being tested with the OBST.

Parameter description and signal processing

Sensor outputs from the OBST were used to objectively measure the functional properties. Each measurement was chosen based on its appropriateness to define the biomechanics of the property. Impact firmness was characterized by the peak
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vertical deceleration of the metal hoof at impact, which represents the shock experienced by the horse at hoof impact (Thomson and Peterson, 2008; Chateau et al., 2009). Cushioning was determined using the peak vertical force from the tri-axial load cell, as cushioning describes how much the surface absorbs and reduces peak force (Hobbs et al., 2014). Grip was represented by the amount of forward slide of the metal hoof on the surface during loading. Responsiveness relates to the deformation and elastic recovery of the surface (Hobbs et al., 2014) and was measured as a quotient of the compression and recoil time of the spring, mass, damper system. Uniformity, representing the spatial variation over the arena, was calculated by taking the ensemble mean of the coefficients of variation (CV), defined as standard deviation/mean, for each functional property: impact firmness, cushioning, grip and responsiveness of that arena. Consistency was not objectively measured since repeated measurements of the arenas over several days could not be performed in most events. For detailed descriptions of signal processing, parameter calculations and graphical representation of the signals in the time domain (see Appendix: Supplementary material).

Statistical methods

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the five objectively measured functional properties per arena.

Seven mixed models were created in SAS to investigate differences between arenas in subjectively rated functional properties controlling for rider and rider within event. The outcome variables were each of the six evaluated functional properties and the overall rating. Arena identifier was entered as fixed effect. Three of the outcome variables were transformed to achieve a distribution close to normality.

Modelling of association between objective and subjective arena evaluation

Associations between objective and subjective arena functional properties were explored by creating mixed models where the objective measurement was used as explanatory variable (fixed effect) and the outcome was the corresponding subjective variable. Random effects were rider and rider within event. The distributions of the outcome variables were checked for normality. Since machine measurements were spatially and independently repeated over the arenas, the mean value per arena was used to compare to the riders’ evaluations. To investigate the effect of the within arena variation in the objective measurements arena-level standard deviations were entered as explanatory variables (excluding uniformity being a measurement of arena variation). Linearity between objective and subjective variables was evaluated by entering the square of the objective variables in the models. To control for collinearity during this process, the explanatory variables were centred around their median. Models were successively reduced by removing explanatory variables with the highest type III sum square P-values, until only those with P-values < 0.05 remained.

Results

Riders and response rate

The total number of unique riders at the competitions was 287; 198 responded to the questionnaire. In all events, 547 questionnaires could potentially have been completed. We received 313, giving a response rate of 57%. In total, 749 arena evaluations (up to three arenas could be evaluated on one questionnaire) were received from the riders who responded, of which 80 had one or more missing values.

Arena descriptions and material tests

Tables 1 and 2 summarize arena attributes and material analysis results. Two thirds (68%) of the arenas studied were temporary, with a sand fibre top layer on top of concrete or tarmac. The mean age of the six permanent arenas was 4 years (range, 0.5–10 years).

Objective measurements of arena characteristics

Descriptive statistics for objective measurements per arena are presented in Fig. 1. The mean number of measured drop sites for all variables per arena was 8.5. Data loss due to mechanical sensor disturbance was a problem when measuring responsiveness on some arenas, leading to total loss of the measurement on four arenas (arena ID 9, 10, 11 and 22) and additionally, an inability to calculate standard deviation on three others (4, 6 and 21).

Subjective evaluation of arena characteristics

Figs. 2 and 3 show results from subjective evaluation of arena functional properties by descriptive statistics and model output, respectively. In the mixed models, 669 arena evaluations from 174 riders were included. Rider, entered as a random effect, explained on average 22% of the variation in the observed values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arena attributes, construction and water content; information on arena construction and design was provided by the arena producers or local event organisers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arena ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ID, identification; Out, outdoor arena; In, indoor arena; C, competition; W, warm-up; P, permanent; T, temporary.
Objectively measured functional characteristics per arena presented using standard box and whiskers plots. Uniformity has only one value per arena, the arena mean of the coefficients of variation (CV) represented by the red horizontal line. Arena and event identification (ID) are the same as in Table 1. The number of valid measurements (n) per arena is noted in the bottom row. For responsiveness, n is also presented within the subplot to display number of measurements remaining after data loss.
Association between objective and subjective assessment

Fig. 4 presents the association between the objectively measured and the subjectively assessed functional properties. For responsiveness, standard deviations were not included (because of data loss). In all other models when entered as fixed effects, standard deviations were non-significant and therefore omitted. For all functional properties, the objective variable showed a statistically significantly association with the corresponding subjective variable ($P < 0.05$). Table 3 summarizes model outputs.

Discussion

This study presents the evaluation of functional properties of equestrian surfaces using both subjective and objective methods. Comparisons of the two methods indicate that the biomechanically based objective tests show some useful associations with experienced riders’ subjective assessments (Fig. 4). Additionally, the study provides basic information on arena design and material characteristics of CSI4* and CSI5* show jumping arena surfaces (Tables 1 and 2).

There is an obvious challenge to comparing two test methods without access to an existing reference standard. These riders’ subjective assessments of the surfaces’ functional properties are important in order to guide surface measurements related to performance. The riders that participated in this study were at the top level of the sport with the best possible experience of riding many horses on different footings and were selected as the best-suited evaluators of surface performance and good representatives of the competitor population at this level. Athlete assessment of sport surfaces has previously been performed using visual analogue scales (Andersson et al., 2008; Starbuck et al., 2016). This form of athlete-guided assessment is undoubtedly more difficult in show jumping compared to sports where only human athletes participate. In show jumping, the rider does not interact directly with the surface except for the inspection of the course before the ride. This means that the interpretation of the surface response made by the rider is perceived with the horse’s body as a mediator. This poses additional challenges to the rider’s subjective assessment, especially since the horse has leg mechanisms with efficient spring-like behaviour (Minetti et al., 1999) and damping capacities (Gustás et al., 2001; Wilson et al., 2001). Also, since horses have higher body mass than humans, the human’s interaction with the ground may not be able to reach the lower surface layers. As such, walking on an arena surface will likely not give the required information, but may actually give false information. In this study, the riders evaluated all arenas from one event on the same VA-scales, which may have produced clustering in these observations. This was controlled for in the statistical analysis by entering ‘rider within event’ as a random effect. Statistical modelling of the data revealed that the riders contributed up to 31% of the variation. We believe this emphasises the benefits of using standardised equipment for surface assessment. The substantial between-rider variation in surface assessment also highlights the challenge to comparing mechanical tests to subjective surface assessments when effectively there is no
reference standard. It also emphasises the need for the inclusion of many questionnaire responses and adequate statistical modelling in this process.

The standardised biomechanical surface tester (OBST) used in this study impacted the surface in a way intended to represent a simplified version of the primary and secondary impacts of the loading phase, while replicating peak loads from the descent of the centre of mass of the horse during support (Peterson et al., 2012\(^5\)). Modifications to the OBST from the original design developed by Peterson et al. (2008) were made with consideration of the demands on the horse during show jumping at Grand Prix level. The design changes (see Appendix: Supplementary material) have attempted to take into account a maximal loading situation, although scientific data to guide this process are still limited to smaller jumping efforts at slower speeds. Load-time graphs from jumping horses presented by Schamhardt et al. (1993) and Crevier-Denoix et al. (2013a, 2015) reveal similar patterns with rapidly increasing vertical load during the primary hoof-surface impact followed by a secondary load increase as the weight of the horse is transferred onto the limb. In the Appendix: Supplementary material we have compiled relevant biomechanical data describing decelerations, loads and loadings rates in hoof-ground interaction to allow the reader to put the OBST settings and parameters into context. From this data, it is evident that the loading rate (kN/s) of the OBST is higher than the available in vivo data, both measured as peak loading rate and as an average rate from the first touch of the hoof to the peak load during full support. Also, the peak load (kN) reached by the OBST is often higher than the examples seen in the published load time graphs from horses jumping lower fences. In the experiment by Schamhardt et al. (1993), one horse jumped a vertical fence of 1.3 m on a force plate covered with a rubber mat. This produced a load on the trailing fore limb at landing of twice the bodyweight, giving an approximate peak load of 14.4 kN. In the study by Crevier-Denoix et al. (2015), the peak vertical load was approximately 7–8 kN for a 524 kg horse jumping a 1 m high × 1.9 m long hurdle on hybrid and natural turf. Estimates from duty factor (Witte et al., 2006) suggest that (even without jumping) at submaximal gallop speed peak forces may reach 2.5 times the bodyweight. At impact of the OBST, the metal hoof contacts the surface and spring compression and surface deformation of the cushion occur. The sliding mass then pushes the metal hoof vertically and horizontally into the surface, which results in maximum compression of the spring and peak force production. The force is damped during secondary loading throughout by the damper attached to the rigid metal limb structure. Mimicking the entire force time curve produced by the horse would require a more complex mechanical limb design to provide a longer contact time and progressive limb loading up to a maximum. Test devices that are simplistic in their simulation of player loading but provide repeatable and easily interpretable measurements in mechanical testing of surfaces are often used for human sports (Dixon et al., 2015). The Artificial Berlin Athlete is usually considered the best practical solution for measuring the shock absorbing properties of sports surfaces by the IAAF (Durá et al., 1999). While this device also has a shorter contact time than athletes performing critical movements, the equipment is still used to differentiate between different surfaces for a number of sports. It is widely acknowledged that more biofidelic testing is
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needed in order to elucidate the surfaces’ full role in sporting performance and injury risk. For example, advances in equipment to measure more relevant high rates of dynamic loading in more than one direction simultaneously are being requested in human sports (Dixon et al., 2015). In addition, for both equine and human sports there is a scientific gap concerning ‘in competition’ biomechanical data on athlete-surface interaction that are needed to inform the further development of mechanical tests.

For impact firmness, cushioning and grip, there was a positive association (from smaller to larger) between the subjective and objective assessments. For impact firmness, the model was linear (Fig. 4). Higher decelerations measured by the OBST were perceived as harder by the riders. The effect was relatively small, which could be due to smaller differences in impact firmness found between elite level competition surfaces. Additionally, the damping capacity of the horse’s hoof and limb (Gustås et al., 2001;
Wilson et al., 2001) may limit the magnitude and frequency content of impact shock transmitted back to the rider.

For cushioning and grip the squared objective parameters were significant and the associations were curvilinear. Regarding the quality of this association, it should be kept in mind that, in spite of the large number of riders, only a small number of surfaces were considered, and clustering within riders occurred. While all of these effects were taken into consideration with the statistical analysis, the resulting models had low power. Extensive analysis of the limited data set was emphasized to provide a reasonable external validity in the setting of high-level show jumping. Linearity vs. the outcomes (transformed) was examined and deviations from linearity were taken account of in the models. The within-arena variation of the OBST measurements was added to the models, as rider's ratings were not coupled with a specific OBST measurement (i.e. the OBST tested the arena at ‘specific locations’ — but riders were not asked to specifically judge these testing spots). However, the curvilinear relationship for cushioning was clearly statistically significant ($P<0.001$), but it is possible that type I error might have occurred. When the turf venue was omitted from the dataset, the association became plain linear (data not shown). Therefore, we believe that the curvilinear shape of the associations for cushioning and grip indicate that the interpretation of the effect sizes is complex and should be performed with caution. Further exploration of the effect sizes and the linear shape of the associations and verification of the results should be performed on arenas that display more variation in functional properties.

For responsiveness, the negative association between the objective and subjective variable suggests that for these specific surfaces, the optimum energy return to the horse is provided by the surfaces with a relatively slower response time in relation to deformation time. As Ratzlaff et al. (1997) suggested, the surface response is only useful if it occurs after peak force production as the limb is unloading. This could mean that the natural frequencies of these surfaces are at the higher end of what is the optimum for the horse. The loss of data for this variable necessitates a somewhat cautious interpretation of the results. The magnitude of the elastic response from the surface might also influence the responsiveness and not only the timing, which was our focus. The objective measurement of this elastic response should be further developed. The energy return from the surface to the horse is challenging to approximate using a simplified mechanical test, given the complexity and variation of the interaction between the horse and the surface. Continued rider evaluation of surfaces and further comparisons to objective tests would help this process.

The lack of an interpretable association of subjective to objective uniformity might be explained by limitations in our study design. We expected that the magnitude of non-uniformity would be low in arenas used in these high-level events. The well-developed damping capacity of the horses' limbs (Gustás et al., 2001; Wilson et al., 2001) may also limit the sensation of non-uniformity transmitted to the rider and therefore limit the ability of the rider to perceive the properties of the surface. The spatial resolution of the OBST may also have been too low to properly assess uniformity. The objective measurement (the ensemble mean of the CV) also might not explain the subjective perceptions of riders well because some properties might have more influence on perceived uniformity. Finally, the contribution of variation in responsiveness is lacking from some arenas.

The arenas included in this study were not randomly selected, but are considered representative of arenas at the CS4* and 5* level. Most of the arenas were constructed with a sand-fibre top-layer above a rigid base (concrete; Table 1). The measurement of impact firmness is closely aligned with the amount of cushioning (Fig. 1), which might be accentuated by the design of the arenas in this study, given that minimal cushioning is provided from deeper structures. Many riders and surface constructors state that competition arenas at this level often provide too little cushioning in relation to what they think is optimal for use in training, but that the construction enables performance in competition due to minimal energy loss. One major development potential for equestrian surfaces is to find a construction material that minimises energy loss but still provides cushioning enough to ensure safety of the horse. The use of objective measurements is critical to this process.

Conclusions

This study demonstrated that objective surface assessments using the OBST, measuring the surface functional properties of impact firmness, and to a lesser extent, cushioning and grip, were significantly and positively associated with riders' assessments of the same properties. Riders, even at the top level, displayed substantial variation when assessing the same surfaces. Hence, standardized comparisons of equestrian surfaces based on objective measurements are key to harmonising between-arena comparison. These measurements should incorporate riders’ perceptions of surface performance to gain legitimacy from within the sport. Given the wide variation of rider opinions recorded in this study, this will continue to be a challenging task. Measurements from the OBST provided no absolute statements about safety of the surface. However, these data do provide comparisons between surfaces that can be linked to performance, as assessed by the riders. Continued studies should incorporate horse injury data with mechanical measurements and surface performance assessments to assist in the development of objective standards.
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